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Round 5 Men’s Results
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D Grade

Golden Grove

9

10
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Golden Grove

Salisbury North

9

9

63

Houghton
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5

2

32
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13

103

Under 18s
Golden Grove
Gepps Cross

Round 3 Women’s Results
B Grade

A Grade
Golden Grove
North Haven

13

12

90

Golden Grove

7

6

48

0

1

1

Nairne Bremer
United

4

8

32

Key Contacts
Club Contact/Club Secretary
Kate Grandey: 0439 434 034
kjgrandey@bigpond.com
Junior Football Director
John Butcher: 0439 332 878
John_Butcher@toll.com.au
Junior Secretary
Coralie LeRay: 0414 981 020
ggfcjuniors@gmail.com
Senior Secretary
Skye Tiss: 0433 248 233
skye.tiss@gmail.com
Senior Football Director
Scott Peterson: 0408 891 906
speterson@shd.com.au
President
Ian Graham: 0401 227 079
ian.graham@outlook.com

Application for Social Membership
Fee for 2018 - $35 Single or $60 Family
($1.00 off for alcoholic drinks and 50c off non-alcoholic drinks)
To be forwarded with application to: Golden Grove Football Club,
PO Box 1238, Golden Grove Village, SA, 5125
Website: ggfc.com.au
Surname:___________________________________________________________

Given Names:________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________
Contact Number:_______________________Mobile:_________________________

Email address:________________________________________________________
Date:________________________________Signed:_________________________

Under 8 White
Today we met Houghton on our home deck. Kale led
the side out as our captain and won the toss.
Houghton started the first half with some handy footballers in the middle and we found ourselves playing
second to the ball.
We were able to link some passages of play together
to get the footy forward, but our backline was constantly under attack and did their best to repel the barrage.
Strong marks in defence from the likes of Caleb and Owen. Brodie had a strong stint in defence and proved he can
run the footy out with good skills. Manning up is steadily improving each week.
The second half saw our side respond. It's like we suddenly clicked and started winning it out the middle. Cailan and
Tom setting the tone across the ground and the goals started to come.
Cooper and Dakota fighting for the ball and being rewarded with
multiple goals.
Our ball movement improved and we saw Dakota give off a great
handpass to Zane that resulted in a goal. We'll keep working on our
passing, as we turned over the footy a few times because we didn't
look up the ground to find a team mate.
All in all another impressive display from our young Burras side and
we'll hit the track again on Thursday night.
Scorers: Li am Ingl is 3.0, Mas on Smart 2.1, Liam Bradley 2.0,
Kooper Riley 1.0, Jaxxon Wilson 1.0, Brodie Jarvis 1.0, Aiden Wilkinson 1.0, Max Johnson 1.0, Alessio Musolino 1.0

Under 8 Gold
Under 8 Gold had their first Friday night game at Payneham under lights, on what was the perfect night for football.
Our boys continued their dominant performance scoring 11 goals 13. It was a fantastic team performance with every player contributing to the score.
Declan Kells was our Captain and birthday boy. He leads by example with many kicks and marks. He scored 2
goals towards our team tally. The other big scorer for our team was Henry Brown who scored 3 goals straight. His
kicking was a highlight as he can kick from his left and right with precision. What was great to see in this game was
Dylan Farrelly, Tyler Graham and Riley Pilgrim play out of their skin. They had many kicks and marks to their names
and they found the ball with ease. Brady Borgas also played with tenacity as he worked hard to win the ball, took
some fantastic marks and contributed with over 10 kicks for the game. Ethan Heyne’s last quarter was also memorable as he found the ball and gained some quality kicks in the forward line.
Our defenders were left a little bit cold on the night as it ventured into their forward line twice.
A great game away from home and you could see the boys gel well and share the ball on many opportunities. We
still need to work on making sure our goal score is bigger than our point score. Maybe next week!

Under 9 Blue
For Round 2, U9 Blue was on the road for our first Friday night to play Eastern Park. Numbers were again strong with everyone available. Jacob and
Kadin were our captains for the night and after leading the warmup with
strong voice the decision was made to kick to the Northern end. After one of
our best training sessions for the year the boys were certainly excited and
ready to go.
The game commenced with a strong tap from Jamison with Sam able to
clear the ball with a long kick into the forward line. As the quarter went on we
were able to move the ball well with several swift movements which ensured
the players in the forward line remained busy. Particularly busy were Harry
and Blake who were both able to snap impressive goals. Jacob and Jayden
also commenced the game well both laying a number of strong tackles which
ensured that the ball remained in the area. The boys in defence weren’t seeing a lot of the ball however when the ball was in the area, Jackson and Ryan
ensured the ball was cleared with relative ease.
Rotations were made at ¼ time and the message to the boys was to continue
to run and to stay in the positions to ensure the ball wasn’t too congested.
After having a rest in the first quarter, Patrick started the quarter with great
intensity with a highlight being a great chase and tackle. As the quarter went on we were continuing to have first
opportunities at stoppages with some smart taps from Jamison, whilst Kadin and Sam were quite busy. In defence,
Louis and Austyn were involved in a number of plays which resulted in us being able to move the ball forward.
Some strong defensive play from both teams and a swirling breeze meant that the scoring was low for the quarter.
The halftime siren sounded which gave all involved an opportunity to have a rest and reset for the second half.
The second half got underway with Patrick again being heavily involved in moving the ball forward, whilst Ryan and
Brandon both took strong marks whilst under pressure. In the forward line Sam was busy and ensured the scoreboard kept moving, Kadin also laid a great tackle and was unlucky to not be rewarded. As the quarter went on there
were a couple of solid footy collisions with Ryan and Cameron both having the wind knocked out of them but it was
great to see after dusting themselves off they continued to play with Cameron being involved in the very next act of
play.
¾ time came and after a long week at school, the boys were starting to look tired… The message was to continue
to run and be first to the ball. Ryan got the quarter under way with a strong tap from the middle. As the quarter went
on it was evident that the boys had listened to the ¾ time message and were first to the ball on many occasions. In
defence Jackson, Lochy and Jayden were busy defending tightly but also creating a lot of run. In the middle Patrick
showed some great team play with a strong sheppard to allow Louis to get the ball. In the forward lines Kadin and
Austyn were involved in a number of string plays.
As the final siren sounded, we congratulated
the other team for a great game. As a team, it
was very pleasing to see the boys take a number of things that we covered at training into our
game. In particular our ruck taps and smart ball
movement was a big improvement from Round
1. Tonight’s game definitely highlighted just
how strong we can be as a team however we
need to remember to man up and stick to your
roll for the quarter and to not chase the ball for
the entire game and to avoid lapses in concentration.
Lastly, I would again like thank all that assisted
with the game in particular Daniel, Scott and
Mark who greatly assisted with marshalling and
motivating the boys. Round 3 will see us play
GGFC U9 Gold under lights in a GGFC Showdown. GO BURRAS!

Under 10 Blue
Sunday 6th of May saw the U10 Blue team playing their first home game of the season and we were up against Ingle Farm. On a wonderful sunny day with not much breeze to talk about conditions were almost as good as it can
get. Lead out onto the field by our joint captains, Owen Manders and Lucas Bagnato, the Burras were full of energy
and ready to give it their best. The coin was tossed and it fell our way. Then before we knew it, the siren was blown
and it was game on.
The first quarter was not the start we would have liked, but there was only a couple of kicks separating the two
teams. By the end of the second quarter the margin had grown to 4 goals. The second half seemed to start off as a
bit of a stale mate with neither team really being able to take control. Suddenly our boys managed to get the ball
into an open forward line, resulting in a goal. They didn't stop here either, managing to kick 4 more goals for the
quarter and take back the lead in what was turning out to become a very close battle. One last quick break and we
were back into it for the last quarter. Credit goes to Ingle Farm who managed to fight back and wrestle a couple of
extra goals, today was not meant to be. Unfortunately, we lost our game today by 8 points.
Well done to all the players today who put in a tremendous effort, especially that third quarter. They proved that
they can stay determined and run hard even when we are behind. Goal scorers were Owen Manders, Ethan
Wadsworth, and Jordan Tyler but these boys could not have kicked their goals without the excellent teamwork from
the whole team. Special mention to Dallas Riches who had to retire injured during the last quarter. We all wish you
a speedy recovery. Go The Burras!!!

Under 12 Red
It was another perfect day for footy when Golden Grove
under 12’s played Broadview at Harpers Field. It was
Xander Mossop’s hundredth game and the boys were all
excited to get a win. Xander led us out as captain for the
day with Tyson Durdin and vice-captain.
The game started Golden Grove winning the ball out the
middle when Lachlan Giles palmed the ball perfect to
Tyson Hartman and very quickly Xander had the ball in
his hand and with a long left foot we had our first on the
board. But we knew it was not going to be an easy match
and it wasn't long after Broadview had their first goal.
Cael Gursoy ran hard all day and was constantly at the
bottom of the packs on one occasion coped a knock, but
got straight back up hitting a team mate on the chest.
Kalan Weaving played a brilliant game attacking the ball hard and when he went for the football he often took out
couple of opposition players Kalan also look pretty dangerous up forward kicking a nice goal. Daniel Hewitt and Talan Cooper ran hard all day there defensive effort in getting back to stop what look like certain goals was excellent.
The first quarter ended Golden Grove 2.1 to Broadview 2.0

The battle continued in the second quarter where Sam Rudd and Chris O’Malley started to take some big marks in
the forward line and although the contest was tough we had many good passages of play on the day. Jakson Ray
and Josh Richter were crumbing hard and were finding themselves in space, but Broadview’s defensive effort was
outstanding and making it difficult for us to score. It was great to see Luke Scott take what we had been learning at
training to lead for the ball at full pace and take the mark. Unfortunately wasn’t able to convert on this occasion.
The second quarter ended Golden Grove 3.3 to Broadview 3.1
The third quarter we didn’t play our best football and went away from our team game plan, but it was Declan
Braybrook and Zac Bartlett who really kept us in the game. There defensive effort to hold there player accountable
was excellent on many occasion’s getting the ball out and kicking the ball long to our forwards. Although we were
not playing great we were still working hard and Michael Tarzia and Kaya Allan continued to get to the bottom of the
packs holding the ball in and forcing a ball up.
The third quarter ended Golden Grove 3.5 to Broadview 5.1
We were behind on the scoreboard, but we were sure that we could win the match. It wasn’t long before Tom Stevens got the ball forward with a long thumping kick and Riley Sewell crumbed the ball perfectly slotting the goal.
The boys were pumped and Jai Arnold who played an awesome match got the ball out of the middle again and we
were away. But credit to Broadview and their tough defence were able to rebound and got the score back to their
favour.
Final Scores Golden Grove 5.7 to Broadview 7.2
Overall it was a great game of football, some better
kicking for goal and improved team play would have
seen us finish on top! I would like to thank all of the
great parent support on the day. Particularly Xander’s
parents who did a great job with the banner and the celebrations with cup cakes at the end was enjoyed by
everyone.
Final Scores: Golden Grov e 5.7.37 defeated by
Broadview 7.2.44
Goals: Xander Moss op 1, Kalan Weaving 1, Talan
Cooper 1, Tyson Hartmann 1, Riley Sewell 1.
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CAFÉ DE
VILIS
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Tailored Sponsors
ADELAIDE OFF ROAD
BRYCES BAKERY
CHICKEN JIM
CHRIS BARRON ENGINEERING
D & S QUALITY MEATS
JARVIS NORWOOD
JOHN’S PRINT CENTRE
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ST JAMES FIRST AID
TTG GOLF CLUB
XTREME INFLATABLES
ZAMBRERO

